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access Reach or gain access to.
This prevents unauthorized access or inadvertent deletion of the file.

admittance The process or fact of entering or being allowed to enter a place or institution.
People were unable to gain admittance to the hall.

entree The act of entering.
She made a graceful entree into the ballroom.

entry The action of taking up the legal right to property.
A fluffed entry.

furnishing Accessory wearing apparel.
The furnishing comprised three easy chairs and one oval table.

gym Gymnastics.
I can t do gym today.

housing The provision of accommodation.
A housing development.

indoor Relating to sports played indoors.
Indoor activities for a rainy day.

indoors Within a building.
They went indoors and explored the house.

inland Situated away from an area’s coast or border.
The path turned inland and met the road.

inmost Situated or occurring farthest within.

inner The inner part of something.
Inner regions of the organization.

innermost Being deepest within the self.
Innermost beliefs and convictions.

inside The region that is inside of something.
Mr Jackson is waiting for you inside.
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insider
An officer of a corporation or others who have access to private information
about the corporation’s operations.
Political insiders.

interior Inside and toward a center.
A few still lifes interiors and landscapes.

internal Of or situated on the inside.
An internal sense of rightousness.

intramural Carried on within the bounds of an institution or community.
Recreational intramural games.

inward Directed or moving inward or toward a center.
Move the needle further inwards.

inwardly Within the mind.
Inwardly she was raging.

located Situated in a particular spot or position.
Valuable centrally located urban land.

place Put into a certain place or abstract location.
She eventually said she couldn t place him.

position The relative position or standing of things or especially persons in a society.
Sew the band into position.

presence The impressive manner or appearance of a person.
He felt the presence of an evil force.

redecorate Redo the decoration of an apartment or house.
You will have to redecorate the room afterwards.

situated Situated in a particular spot or position.
Nicely situated on a quiet riverbank.

stationary Standing still.
A car collided with a stationary vehicle.

therein In or into that thing or place.
It shall be sufficient evidence of the facts therein contained.

trapped Forced to turn and face attackers.
Like a trapped animal.

within Inside; indoors.
Enquire within.
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